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ABSTRACT

Outdoor power line communications (PLC) systems represent an additional and

alternative for classical and communications. In this dissertation an analytical model

of Direct Sequence CDMA power line communications systems has been developed

for frequency-selective fading channel based on .the concepts of wireless

communication. Binary phase shift keying (BPSK) modulation scheme is considered.

The fading in power line is considered to follow Rayleigh distribution. During the

analysis it is considered that power line channel can carry frequencies from I to 21.48

MHz (bandwidth occupation 20.48 MHz) and the chip rate would be 10.24 Mchips/s

for DS-CDMA. The current research of power line channel modeling has been

concentrated on home automation, broadband indoor communications and broadband

data transfer in a low voltage distribution network between home and transformer

station. A frequency selective multipath channel is modeled whose path gain is found

to be Rayleigh distributed. A noise term has been introduced in the developed model,

which consists of all type of noises in power line. To estimate impulse noises the

statistical probability density functions have been used.

On the basis of the analytical model, the performance of the DS-CDMA technique has

been evaluated. The impact of power line noise and multipath propagation on signal

to interference ratio (SIR) and bit error rate (BER) are then analyzed under various

conditions. The performance parameters are evaluated as a function of number of

simultaneous users.PLC with DS-CDMA is found to be a promising option for future

telecommunication in a LAN and MAN.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Power Line Communications or PLC IS not new to the realm of the

telecommunication industry. In its most basic definition, PLC is a type of "Carrier

Cunent System" as defined by the FCC and is the transmission of information along

the existing electric utility infrastructure. The industry uses this as a medium to

connect computer network, or other telecommunications devices to standard AC

outlets within homes and businesses [I]. Power line frequency is 50 Hz in European'

standard and 60 Hz in the United States of America (USA). However, the power line

cables can carry additional frequencies, which has been utilized in achieving power

line communications (PLC).

I. I Brief History of PLC

Digital communications over power lines is an old idea that dates back to the early

I920s. For some decades, the omnipresent power grid has been used for data

communications. Many standardized or proprietary systems have been used for the

transmission of control and management signals by power supply companies.

It has been used since the 1950s by power companies to send control messages (the

"Ripple Control"), using low frequencies (100-00 Hz), this one way communication

technology was also used in the management of street lights. In the mid 1980s

experiments on higher frequencies were carried out (5 to 500 kHz) and a bi-

directional communication technology was developed by the end of the decade.

Since then, several solutions have been experimented and even commercialized for

usc in the home as a networking medium for internal LAN's. While utility companies

have long used narrowband, the low-voltage spectrum, PLC to monitor and control

devices on the power grid, broadband PLC started to develop [I].

t.. .
,

, -"!
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Since the 1997 experiment 111 a school of Manchester (UK), utility companies

continued to experiment with higher bandwidth data transfer across the electric grids

in Europe, South America, and the United States. Recent advances in power line

Communications technology now allow for high speed, broadband communications

over medium-and' low-voltage media yielding unprecedented market opportunities. A

recent 31ialysis on the group velocity of signals in power line cables indicate that high-

speed data communication is possible over a bandwidth 0-30 MHz through a PVC

insulated power line cable [2].

1.2 Modem PLC Systems

Early PLC systems were designed for relatively lower frequencies. The modern

approach uses a much higher frequency (1.6 to 30 MHz), that permits transmissions

rate higher than I Mbps. This application is particularly interesting for power utilities

enabling them to enter in this way into the telecommunications market.

PLC SYSTEM

Access 1.6 to 30 MHz
HF Wide-band

,
In house 12 to 30 MHz

,

o to 500 kHz (100 kHz
USA reserved for Navigation

systems)
LF Narrow-band

Access 3 to 95 kHz
Europe

In house 95 to 148.5 kHz

Table 1.1: Frequency band of power line communications.
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It can also have a big economic impact, permitting to stop the monopoly of the

telecommunication companies over the "last mile" to the customer. Table I. I shows

the frcquency band of various power line communication systems [I].

1.2.1 Broadband PLC

The concept of power line communication IS based on the 50/60 Hz power

transmission line; using another higher frequency as the carrier for signal

transmission. This kind of concept is also used in DSL (telephone line) and cable

(cable TV) communication. The PLC has the largest coverage and almost all families

make use of it. PLC can work in every kind of power line from outdoor to indoor.

Due to that the communication carrier signal cannot pass through transformer, most

PLC system is based in the same voltage area [3]. The usage of frequency is limited

below 30 MHz due to the attenuation characteristic of power line ..

The applications for broadband PLC systems fall into two broad categories: In-house

applications and last-mile applications.

1.2.1.1 In-house Applications

These applications occur within a single building with both. ends of the

communications link within the same building. The building might be a house, an

apartment, block or an office building. The path over which the transfer of data occurs

within these building is relatively short- typically it is less than 100m between

devices.

Broadband power line communications systems are the attractive means of retrofitting

of data services to existing buildings because no additional wiring is necessary. The
I

networking of computers, printers and other telecommunications services by simply
I .

plugging into the existing AC supply wiring is attractive for both home usc and small

office systems.

1.2.1.2 Last-mile Applications

These applications typically include the distribution to the home or office Internet and

other services by broadband service suppliers. In addition to broadband Internet

connections, these broadband distribution systems are intended to also provide voice
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(IP telephony), video (VHS videoquaIity), surveillance systems, entertainment

(gaming) and utilities metering (electricity/water/gas) services.

A significant proportion of the cost of providing broadband services to thc public is

associated with the so called last-mile connection between the network and thc

individual user. The provision of cabling to and into each building reprcscnts a

significant cost aIld inconvenience due to the differences between buildings and the

lack of an existing infrastructure within the building.

The technology for this category of application is less well developed, mainly due to

the need for higher signal levels for the longest last-mile paths. Higher signal levels

mean higher levels of emissions, and these have not been possible to contain within

existing EMC requirements in most case [4].

1.2.2 PLC Standards & Regulations

Lack of centralized standardization has been one of the major factors hehind the late

deployment of power line networks. This section highlights the standards and

regulations pertaining to the PLC [5].

1.2.2.1 European Committee for Electro-technical Standardization
(CENELEC)

For Westcrn Europe (Le. the countries forming European Union plus Iceland, Norway

and Switzerland) the regulations concerning residential powcrline dcscribed in

CENELEC standard EN50065 entitled "Signaling on low-voltage elcctrical

installations in the frequency range 3 KHz to 148.5 KHz". In part I of this EN-

standardization paper, entitled "General requirements, frequency bands and

clectromagnetic disturbances", the allowed frequcncy band and output voltagc for

communications arc indicated. According to this standards transmitter voltage should

not exceed 116 dB (flV) and the maximum allowed peak voltage is 134 dB (flV).

Table 1.2 shows the CENELEC frcquency rangc.
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Band Frequency range Usage

3 kHz- 9 kHz Limited to cncrgy providers; Howcver with thcir

approval it may also be used by other parties

inside the customer premises. .

(No "letter" description exists, due to the fact that

this band was defined at a later stage)

A-band 9 kHz- 95 kHz Limitcd to energy providers and their

concession-holders.

B-band 95 kHz- 125 kHz Limited to energy provider's customers; No

access protocol IS defined for this frequcncy

band.

C-band 125 kHz- 140 kHz Limited to energy provider's customcrs; In ordcr

to makc simultaneous operation of several

systems within this frequency band possiblc, a

carner-sense multiple access protocol usmg a

center frequency of 132.5 kHz was defined.

D-band 140 kHz- 1485kHz Limited to provider's customers; Noenergy

access protocol IS defined for this frcquency

band.

Table 1.2: CENELEC frequency range.

(
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1.2.2.2 Federal Communications Commission (FCC)

PLC systems have developed in the USA under part IS of the FCC Rules and

Regulations. This part of the FCC Rules and Regulations relates to requirements for

unlicensed low power radio communications digital devices and emissions from non-

radio cOl'nmunications digital equipmcnt that might othelwise cause electromagnetic

interfercnce (EM!) to radio communications services.

PLe systems [lrc treated in part 15 as non-radio cot11nll111ications digital equipment.

They arc referred to in this part as current carrier systems specific arrangements. The

FCC Rules and Regulations specify limits for both conducted and radiated emissions

for current carrier systems [4]. Table 1.3 shows the FCC specified limits for

conducted current carrier systems.

Limits for the all devices except class A (operating frequency below 30 MHz)

Frequency (MHz) Quasi Peak (dBm V) Average (dBmV)

0.15-0.5 66 to 56 56 to 46 '

0.5-5 56 46

5-30 60 50

Limits for class A digital devices (operating frequency below 30 MHz)

Frequency (MHz) Quasi Peak (dBmV) Average (dBmV)

0.15-0.5 79 66
,

0.5-30 73 60

Tab'le 1.3: FCC specified limits for conducted current carrier systems.
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1.2.2.3 HomePlug Powerline Alliance

The mission HomePlug Powerline alliance is to enable and promote rapid availability,

adoption and implementation of cost effective interoperable and standard hased home

power line networks and products. HomePlug 1.0 specification was announced in

June 200 I. HomePlug .1.0 uses a physical layer (PHY) protocol based on equally

spaced, 128 carriers orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) from 0 I-Iz

to 25 MHz, in conjunction with concatenated Viterbi and Reed Solomon coding with

interleaving for payload data and turbo product codes for control data. 84 carriers are

used to transmit data. BPSK, DBPSK, DQPSK or ROB a (a robust form of DI3PSK)

modulation is used for data, with a cyclic prefix for synchronization. The presence of

large attenuation prevents detection of collisions, so HomePlug 1.0 uses CSMA/CA

for its MAC protocol.

The HomePlug PHY occupies thc band form about 4.5 to 21 MHz. Tbc PHY includcs

reduced transmitter power spectral density in the amateur radio bands to minimize the

risk of radiated energy tram the power line interfering with these systems. The raw bit

rate using DQPSK modulation with all carriers active is 20 Mbps. The bit rate

delivered to the MAC by the PHY layer is about 14 Mbps.

1.2.2.4 PLC Forum

PLC forum is an intemational industry association representing the interests of

manufacturers, energy utilities and research organizations active in the field of last-

-mile and in-house power line type systems. PLC forum was established in early 2000

through the merger of two existing associations to lobby for satisfactory regulatory

'frameworks for PLC, to pursue coexistence and interoperability standardization and

support the marketing and financial models of its members. The forum organized a

world summit of PLC Associations in Brussels in June 2003 to discuss aspects of

international standardization and the need to lobby for a common regulatory approach

by regulators.

Beyond these standards The Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE)

has also a set of recommendations and standards pertaining to the Power Line

Conunun ications.
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1.3 Requirements for PLC systems

The power line channel is very hostile, because many concepts work partly. The

choice of the communication method must take the requirements to be met by the

systcm and the transmission channel into considcration. The transmission channcl is

characterized by the transfer function. Between transmitter and receiver and thc

interference the receiver sees.

Since the distribution line network was not designed for communication the wave

impcdances are not matched and reflections, multipath propagation and frequency-

seleetivc channels may occur. As every branch is already a point of reflection,

termination at the end points would bring only little improvement. The terminators

draw power from the network and there by increase the fundamental attenuation and

reduce the possible range.

Therefore it is l11uch more reasonable to choose a communication method. which can

usc the multi path propagation efficiently. Due to the many possible transmit paths and

the time varying channel pulse response it is not possible to measure the channel at

the beginning and provi,Jc.ehannel estimation for data transmission.

The growing number of Internet users requires more and more bandwidth efficient

'technology for accessing the World Wide Web, establishing video conference

connections, using conventional telephony services or controlling the household

maehin'es hom far away. To reduce the enormous costs, attached to laying down wide

band optical fiber to every user's door, providers are looking for reasonable, so-called

,"last-mile" solutions, such as wireless technologies like Wireless Local Arca

Networks (WLAN) or mobile ad-hoc networks. However, all thiS denotes even hugc

expenditures, so it is worthy employing a media that is already accessible at every

electric machine used in a home: the electrical wiring. Power line seems to be a

faithful medium for bridging the last mile and what's more, for creating Local Area

Networks without laying down coaxial cables. The goal is to have the chance for each

computer to access the Internet without installing new cables. The only problem is
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that this wIrIng was not designed for data transmission, just for supplying electric

power. Our task is to make this media capable for transmitting high data rates.

There arc different multiplexing techniques that arc applicable for PLC. Within Code

Division Multiple Access (CDMA), two techniques arc appropriate: one is Multi

.Carrier (MC) COMA, that uses more carriers and thus morc frequency channels for

multiple access purpose, and the other is Direct Sequence (OS) COMA, where only

one carrier is used, and the different users are separated by orthogonal codes. Another

very common applied technique .used for PLC is Orthogonal Frequency Division

Multiplexing (OFDM) that employs inverse Fourier Transformation to spread the

transmitted signal spectrum to cope with frequency selective fading and impulse

nOIses.

1.4 Background of this Study

PLC channel is extremely challenging and e1aims for highly sophisticated

communication techniques. Generally, communication is supported to occur in

channel characterized by frequency selective phcnomena, prcscncc of echocs,

impulsivc and colorcd noisc with thc superposition of narrow-band interfercncc [6],

[7]. All of these negativc fcaturespush to consider communication techniqucs that can

effectively face a hostile environment.

Now, spread spectrum technologies have drawn the interest of PLC dcvelopers [8].

Between different Spread Spectnlln Multiple Access (SSMA) techniques, direct

scquence (DS) is known as an efficicnt scheme for communication systems due to its

characteristics such as remarkablc capacity, narrow-band interference suppression,

and anti- multi path capabilities.

Direct sequence pseudonoisc (PN) modulation for single user PLC was studied at 9.6

Kbps in [')]. This data rate is very low with respect to modern PLC. In another work

performance of a DS-SS transceiver was simulated with 128 Kbps [IOJ. However, it

did not consider the multiple accessibility of the technique over pmver line channel.
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Performance of three types of Spread Spectrum Multiple Access (SSMA) techniques

OS-COMA, MC-COMA, and OFOM were compared in [II]. In that simulation work

OQPSK was used with OS-COMA anu BPSK was useu with MC-COMA system. A

special type of receiver named Constraineu Minimum Output Energy (CMOE) was

consiuered for the OS-COMA system.

Performances of MC-COMA PLC systems under various conditions were simulated

in [12]. Tn that study, a high-speed data communication systems were consiuereu f(,,'

applying advance signal processing techniques at the receiver end, for achieving good

performance.

In [13] a fair comparison was provided between OS-COMA and OFOM systems for

broadband down-stream PLC. In that simulation work, the transmission is performed

according to point to multi-point situation. Over all transmitted data was separateu

into many parallel substreams. A Maximum Ratio Combine (MRC) RAKE receiver

was considereu for DS-COMA system.

In [9], [13] the power line channel was taken as the AWGN (Additive White

Gaussuian Noise) channel. However this is not the practical scenario. Impulsive

noises are more prevalent. In [II] MC-COMA technique is considered with impulsive

nOIse.

Tn I. 14] power line was considered as a frequency non-selective (flat) Rayleigh fading

channel with additive white elass A noise (AWCN). In that simulation work, 4-PAM

modulation teehnigue was considered and multiple access was not considered. In

another work, higher order QAM and PSK was considered with OFOM multiple

access technique [15]. They also considered power line as a frequency non-selective

Rayleigh fading channel.

All the performance curves in [9-15] were drawn as BER versus SNR (Signal to

Noise Ratio). Table 1.4 shows a brief overview for previous researches in this area.
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Referene Communication Power line channel descriptions

No. Techniques

[9] Direct scquencc pseudonoise AWGN channel, multipath

(PN) modulation for multiuser propagation was not considered. I

environment.

[I OJ Direct sequence spread Typical values for nOIse and

spectrum followed by BPSK attenuation were assumed, multi path

modulation for single uscr. propagation was not considered.

[II ] OS-COMA with DQPSK Typical values for nOise and path

modulation scheme, CMOE gam parameters were assumed,

receIver. multipath propagation was

considered.

[ 12] MC-CDMA with RAKE Impulsive nOises were considered,

receIver. typical values for path gam

parameters were assumed, multipath

propagation was considered.

[13 ] OS-COMA with BPSK Impulsive noise w~s not considered,

modulation scheme, RAKE AWGN with multipath propagation

receIver. was considered.

[14] 4-PAM modulation scheme. AWCN and flat Rayleigh distributed

Multiple accessibility was not path gain was considered.

mentioned.

[ 15] OrOM with modulation An equivalent term of AWGN was

schemes: M-QAM, 32-QAM, introduced, ii"cquency nOll-selective

IG-QAM, 8-PSK, and4-PSK. (flat) Rayleigh distributed path gain

was considered .

.

Table j.4: A brief overview of previous researches.
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None to the best of our knowledge, has ineluded the frequency selective Rayleigh

distributed path gain (fading) parameters along with the powerline impulse noises for

DS-CDMA systems in their analysis.

1.5 Objective of This Study

The objective of this research is to study the performance ofa direct sequence CDMA

PLC system for frequency selective fading. In this work, BPSK modulation and

Rayleigh distributed frequency selective fading will be considered. All type of noises

will be considered and an average noise level will be estimated. An analytical model

will be formulated from a similar model, which was first developed for wireless

communication. The modified model will be used to analyze PLC.

Direct sequence code division multiple access (DS-CDMA) is considered in the

eurrenl study because of its robustness to hostile environment. Power line is

considered as a hostile communication media. Moreover, DS-CDMA is known as an

efficient multiple access technique for communication systems due to its

characteristics such as higher capacity, multiple access interference suppression, and

anti- multipath capabilities.

In power line network, signal propagation docs not only take place along a direct line-

of-sight path between transmitter and receiver, but additional paths (echoes) also

exist. The connected loads and the joints of the cables with different characteristic

impedance cause numerous reflections. The number of connected loads varies

randomly within power line network.

The presence of reflecting objects and scatterers in the channel creates a constantly

changing environment that dissipates the signal encrgy, in amplitude, phase, and time.

These effects result in multiple versions of the transmitted signal that arrive at the

receiver. Multipath delay spread leads to time dispersion and frequency selcctive

fading [16]. In a frequency selective fading channel path gain is different for different

frequency components. Different transmitted signals will undergo different values of

path gain components. The delay-spread function may be modcled as a zero-mean

complex valued Gaussian random process; thus the signal envelope is Raylcigh

distributcd [17]. From [15] wc sce histogram of transfcr function of powcr linc
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network is well approximated by Rayleigh distribution. The Rayleigh distribution is

commonly used to describe the statistical time-varying nature of the envelope of an

individualmultipath component.

In the light of above discussions, the power line channel may be considered as a

frequency selective Rayleigh fading channel. Since we are going to study the

perfoflnance of a multiple access technique, our attention will be to increase the

number of users with a reasonable Bit Error Rate (BER). Impact of power line noise

under various conditions will also be analyzed. Impact of number of path, processing

gain, and bit rate will be analyzed too. Then a comparative study will be shown

between correlation and RAKE receiver under the same scenario.

1.6 Thesis Outline

Chapter I (the current chapter) gives the introduction of Power Line Communication

with some basic features, the knowledge of which will be needed through out this

report. Then the background and the objective of this research are mentioned.

Chapter 2 describes the theoretical background and working principle of the Direct

Sequence COMA technique.

Chapter 3 describes the power line channel characteristics.

Chapter 4 describes the power line noises. The modcling of impulsive noise and thc

estimation of average power line noise from statistics are explaincd.

Chapter 5 describes the analytical model for DS-CDMA systems. The equations for

signal to interference ratio (SIR) and bit error rate (BER) of the system are derived.

Chaptcr 6 shows the impact of vanous paramcters under different operating

conditions. The system performance of correlation and RAKE receiver is compared

also.

Chapter 7 gives the conelusions and the suggestions for future work.
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CHAPTER 2

DIRECT SEQUENCE CODE DIVISION MULTIPLE ACCESS

2.1 Spread Spectrum

Spread spectrum communication refers to modulating a signal for the purpose of

spreading its energy across a frequency range that is wider than its original

unmodulated bandwidth. The two most common methods of performing this

modulation are direct sequence (OS) and frequency hopping (FH). In OSSS, a high-

frcquency PN sequence is used to modulate the signal directly yielding a wide

bandwidth baseband signal (refer to Figure 2.1a). In FH spread spectrum (FHSS), a

modulating frequency is varied according to a PN sequence so that the signal occupies

a frequcncy slot for a short time beforc hopping to another slot in a pseudo-random

order (refer to Figure 2.1b). The random nature of the PN sequence makes the OSSS

modulated spectrum "white" or spectrally flat and in the case of FHSS [18], it evenly

distributes the hopped frequency band across the expanded spectrum.

~"-1s(tJ~~ 1"'llj
, I~

PN f
Generator

<'i

I~(f~_

f

111(1) .~ s({L~

IS(/)I

~

'PN JJ ~Generator
f

(b)

Figure 2.1 Spectrum expansions for (a) OSSS modulation and (b) FHSS modulation.
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Expanding the bandwidth with either method will achieve the following benefits as

the signal passcs through the communication channel: immunity to spectrum fadcs,

immunity from jamming signals (external interfercnce and multi path distortion),

reusability ofspcctrum, and simultaneous multi-user access of the samc spectrum.

Narrow-band fades, jamming signals, or interferers can only corrupt a small portion of

thc sprcad spectrum signal only slightly degrading its signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). For

DSSS, multi path signals looks like noise to a direct-path signal causing only a slight

dcgradation in its SNR. The DSSS signal looks like background noise to other uscrs

communicating in thc same frcqucncy band and for FHSS, orthogonal hopping avoids

intcrfercnce with othcr users in thc same band. Thus in cither modulation, multiplc

pairs of users with uniquc random codes will be able to communicatc simultancously

ovcr the same spectrum permitting reusability. For thcse reasons spread spcctrum

modulation is oftcn a popular choice for data and voice communications today.

Thc main advantages of DSSS arc: tolerance to interfcrence, sccurc communication

and jamming resistance, several users on the same band of frequency, resistance to

multipath fading [19]. Only impairment is ncar-far problem. Powcr control is uscd to

solvc ncar-far problem.

2.2 Pseudo-random Noise (PN) Code Sequences

The unique charactcristics of PN sequenccs makc them useful in spcctral whitcning,

random test-data generation, data scrambling and spcctral expansion (as in SS), It is

. thcir closc-to-idcal randomness and easc of generation that makes them so uscful.

Thcsc sequenccs arc easily generated by using an M-bit shift registcr with thc

appropriatc fecdback taps, as shown in Figurc 2.2 for M = 5. With thc appropriatc

taps, the length (N) ofthc serial bit stream at the output will be a maximum (L",,,,).

N = L = 2M-Imax
(2.1 )
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The meaning of bit-stream length in this context is the maximum Icngth of thc hit

scqucncc bcforc it starts rcpcating itself. PN scquenccs of maximum Icngth arc called

maximal linear code sequences, but because non-maximal PN sequences arc rarely

used in SS systems, "PN sequences" will be used to denote maximal linear code

sequences.

mod-2 add

EIr----

clock -.------.--
__I

w ~j

T
Figure 2.2 Maximal length PN sequence generator (M=5, N=31).

Also "PN codes" or "PN code sequences" will be used synonymously with "PN

sequences". The feedback taps are added modulo-2 (exclusive ORcd) and fed to the

input of the initial shift register. Only particular tap connections will yicld a maximum

length for a given shift register length. These maximal length PN codes have the

following properties:

I. Code balance: The number of ones and the number of zeros differ by only I, i.e.,

there is I more one than the number of zeros. This is particularly useful when the

channel is AC coupled (no DC transmission).

2. Run-length distribution: The run-lengths of ones, i.e., the number of ones in a row,

and zeros are distributed in a deterministic and somewhat statistically balanced way.

Table 2-1 illustrates this distribution for M = 7. In words, there is exactly I run of

Mones, 1 run of M -I zeros, 1 each of runs of M - 2 ones and zeros, 2 each of runs

of M - 3 oncs and zeros, 4 each of runs of M - 4 ones and zeros, 2) each of runs of

""\.
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M - 5 ones and zeros, ... , 2K each of runs of M - 2 - K ones and zeros, .... and 2M-)

each of runs of 1 ones and zeros.

Run-length Runs of Ones Runs of Zeros Bit Total

7 I 0 7

6 0 1 6

5 1 1 10

4 2 2 16

3 4 4 24

2 8 8 32

I 16 16 32

All Runs 127

Table 2.1 Run-length distribution (M = 7).

3. Autocorrelation: Using signaling values of:tl, the autocorrelation ofa PN sequence

has a value of -I for all phase shifts of more than one bit time. For no phase shift

(perfect alignment with itsell), the autocorrelation has a value of N, the sequence

length (Figure 2.3).

4. Modulo-2 addition: Modulo-2 addition ofa PN sequence with a shifted version of

itself results in a differently-shifted version of itself.

5. Shift Register States: The binary number represented by the M bits in the shift

register randomly cycle through all 2M values, except for 0, in successive 2M_l

clock. If the value of 0 (all shift register bits are 0) is ever present in the shift register,

it will stay in that state until reloaded with a nonzero value.

The second and third properties are the most important PN sequence properties for

use in SS systems. The run-length distribution property is responsible for the

randomness and for the spectral "whiteness" of the PN sequence. The randomness is

,
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ideal for generating pseudo-random data for testing purposes while its whitening

characteristic makes it useful as a scrambling modulator to flatten the spectral content

.of a signal prior to transmission or as a spreading modulator to expand as well as

nallen a signal [18].

The continuous-time (CT) autocorrelation of a PN sequence is defined as:

=~ f c(f).c(t +T)df
Tc NT;.

(2.2a)

(2.2b)

where C(f) is the PN sequence as a function of time with value :tl, N is the number

of PN sequence bits, ~ is a PN bit-time and is its length. Figure 2.3 is a plot of the

CT autocorrelation function; Cc.,(1). This plot assumes that C(f) wraps around when

computing the integral. Timing synchronization in a DSSS receiver takes advantage

of unique shape of CCA(t) by searching for the peak autocorrelation value which

signals perfect alignment (1 = 0) of the incoming received signal to the DSSS

receivers' internally generated PN sequence. The longer the PN code length, N, the

larger the correlation peak and hence the more resistant to false synchronization from

noise and interference.

-6 -4 -2 o 2 4

LJ~
6 1 (PN bit times)

Figure 2.3: Continuous time autocorrelation function.
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2.3 Single UscrDSSS modulation

Now we consider the simplest case of DSSS modulation; that of transmission and

reception of a single (user) data stream. In this case, a PN code dircctly modulates the

binary data signal, m(t). The bandwidth expansion of signal's spectrum (Fig. 2.1) is a

.result of the higher bit rate of the PN code. The expansion or spread ",ctor (FS) is the

ratio of the PN .eode bit rate to the data signal bit rate. The modulation process is

illustrated in Figure 2.4. The modulated output s(t) has the same bit rate as the PN

code. To avoid confusion with the data bits (m(t)), the PN code bits and modulated

data bits (s(t)) are commonly referred to as chips.

m(t
~

+A-~. --

-A

T,

m( I)

c(l)

S(I)

C(I)

+A

-A

s(l)

+A

-A

~--~----~

Figure 2.4: DSSS modulation representation (N.T.c > T,').
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Thus bit time (Th ) will refer to the duration of one unmodulated data bit and chip time

(T,) to that of a I'N code or modulated data bit time. With this convention, an

alternative definition for spread factor is:

F = 0.
S T,

(2.3)

Normally the PN code length N.r; is greater that or equal to the data bit time, 0,'

2.4 Demodulation of a single DSSS user

Recovering the original data stream reqUIres timing alignment of thc receiver's

internal I'N code (c(t)) to the cmbedded PN code in the baseband received signal

(1;,,(1)), then demodulation, or de spreading, of the received signal and finally

detection of the data bits. Timing alignment, or synchronization, will be covered at the

end of the chapter so until that section we will assume perfect I'N code alignment

during demodulation.

Demodulation of the DS signal converts the wide-band modulated signal back to a

narrow-band signal indicating some type of decimation 01 filtering function.

Correlation, or more specifically cross-correlation, of the received signal (I;,,(t)) with

the desired PN .eode (c(t)) accomplishes this decimation. Figure 2.5 shows a

simplified block diagram of a DSSS receiver where a correlator is used as the

baseband delllodulator. Continuous time cross-correlation for data demodulation is

defined as:

(2.4)

where the extent of the integration in this case is restricted to the duration of one data

bit (T,,) as opposed to the I'N sequence length.
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Since noise and interference processing will be covered in the next section, we will

restrict ourselves to an ideal noiseless transmission and reception of a single user's

data signal to make the demodulation picture clearer. In this case the baseband receive

signal would be:

1',,, (I) = A.s(l) = A.m(t).e(t)

rm(t) fdt Z(t)
ret) -~Q9 ~Q9 --~

1 1
cos(coi) . e(t)

Figure 2.5: A simplified DSSS correlation receiver

(2.5)

where A represents the signal amplitude,' .1'(1) is the PN modulated baseband binary

signal, and m(l) is the original unmodulated binary data signal. For simplicity also

assume that A = I, so ';" (I) looks exactly like the baseband modulated data signal,

s(l). Then the continuous time cross-correlation with perfect synchronization (T = 0)

IS:

Ccx (0) = ~ f rm (I).e(t +O)dl
c T~

= ~ fm(l).e(I).e(1 + O)dl
T( Tio

(2.6a)

(2.6b)
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(2.6c)

(2.6d)

Thcrcforc thc corrclator output is cqual to the original data' bits cvaluatcd at 7'"

intervals and scaled by the spread factor. Figure 2.6 shows input and output

waveforms for this example, when Fs=8 and N=31. From the output waveform it is

clear that the final data recovery is simply sign detection of the corrclator output at :r;,

intervals. The output magnitude contains no data information itself but docs represent

the strength of the signal, which can hc uscd in calculating the post-dcmodulation

signal-to-noisc ratio (SNR) to givc an indication of the correlation bit-crror ratc

performance.

In a more realistic example, the received signal could be corrupted by interference and

noise signals as well as distorted by the RF channel characteristics. This effect will

randomly vary I~,(t) such that thc product will be:tl with some variance. Integrating

this variance over the inierval 7'" results in an averaging effect, which reduces the

variancc, or noisc power, while not affccting signal power. This rcduction in thc noise

power is called the proccssing gain (G,,) of an 55 system.
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Figure 2.6 Correlator input [';,,(1) and c(t)] and output [Ccx (I)] waveforms for Fs=8
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2.5 Code Division Multiple Access

In DSSS, multiple users can simultaneously transmit and receive over the same

frequency spectrum since each user's modulated data looks somewhat like white

noise to the other users. Differentiation of each user's data is achicvcd by using a

different PN codc to modulate and spread the data. Ideally, if K codes arc orthogonal

they span a K -dimensional space, which can accommodate K users. Orthogonality

in this context means that the cross-correlation of one of the K ~ 1 undesircd users'

OS-modulated signal with the PN code of the desired user is zero. In this sense, the

correlator performs a dot product between the desired PN code and the incoming

rcecived signal. So only thc dcsired incoming signal will have a non-zero correlation

resulting in a reeovelY of that user's data [20].

The problem with this scenario is that it is difficult to find a set of binary codes that

are 0I1hogonai in an asynchronous multi-user transmission environment. To better

understand why this is thc case, we can look at a simple example of the eross-

correlation of two 7-chip PN codes; (1110100) and (110010 I) coded as :1:1. Figurc 2.7

is a plot of the crosscorrelation vcrsus timc shifts between the two codcs. 1\

correlation value of -I in this case is essentially zcro, thcrc only 3 (-3, -2, and 2) out

of 7 possible chip phases (T) where the two PN codes are "orthogonal". I\nd since two

independent users would transmit asynchronously there is no guarantee that the codes

wouldbc orthogonal and hence the two transmissions could interferc with one

another. In addition to long PN codes, even if two codes were initially orthogonal,

over time they could become non:orthogonal due to a slight mismatch in their timing

sources. This does not mean that multi-user transmissions cannot be used; on the

eontrmy, as stated previously other users' signals look somewhat like white noisc and

-rcjcetion is via thc proccssing gain mechanism inhcrcnt in SS communications. What

it does mean is that complete rejeetiOli based on orthogonality principles cannot be

realized. For this rca son asynchronous multi-user transmission is treated as any other

interfering source [19].
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Figure 2.7: CT cross-correlation of two 7-chip PN codes

In the ncxt page, Figure 2.8 is a simplified block diagram of the COMA transmitter.

Normally thc orthogonal code rate is the same as thc PN code rate so the orthogonal

code sprcads the spcctnnn of the user's data. However, in general, these orthogonal

codcs havc a VCIY poor autocorrclation charactcristic and thcrefore cannot bc used for

synchronization in thc rcceivcr. Thus a PN modulation is still nccdcd which will allow

thc synchronization block to lcvcragc the autocorrelation propcrty to achievc timing

lock by pcak dctcction.
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Figure 2.8: An example of a CDMA transmitter.

Demodulation of this doubly-modulated baseband signal can bc accomplished by

double demodulation as shown in Figure 2.9. Unlike the single-user case, the

integration is not a linear ramp but a crooked one due to integrating the other user's

signals. However the final value is the same since the other user's signals will

integrate to zero. Linearity of the correlator is important for maintaining the

orthogonal relationship of the signals, i.e, to ensure that the other users' signals

integrate exactly to zero. Second, for the same desired-user signal strength in the

single-user case, the dynamic range of the correlator must be larger in the multi-user

case to accommodate the larger multilevel signal.

r(l) ';"(I) fdt Z, (I)f-f
cos(wJ) c, (I)

Figure 2.9: Multi-user CDMA receivers: straight-forward implementation.
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2.6 RAKE Receiver

A RAKE receiver combines the time-delayed versIOns of the original signal

transmission in order to improve the signal-to-noise ratio at the receiver. It attempts to

collect the time-shifted versions of the original signal by providing a separate

correlation receiver for each of the nmltipath signals [16]. Each correlation receiver

may be adjusted in time delay, so that a microprocessor controller can cause different

correlation receivers to search in different time windows for significant multi path.

The range of time delays that a particular correlator can search is called a search

window. The RAKE rcceiver, shown in Figure 2.10, is essentially a diversity receivcr

designcd specially for COMA, where the diversity is providcd by the fact that the

multipath .components are practically uncorrelated from onc another when their

relative propagation delays excecd a chip period.

r{l)

Correia tor 1

Correlator 2

Correlator M

T"

fC.)dt
o

z

Figure 2.10: An M-finger RAKE receiver implementation.

A RAKE receiver utilizes multiple correlators to separately detect the M strongest

multipath components. Tlie output of each eorrelator (finger) are then weighted to

provide a better estimate of the transmitted signal than is provided by a single

eomponcnt. Dcmodulation and bit decisions are then based on the wcighted outputs of

thc M correlators.

•
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2.7 Processing Gain

The previous two sections (scction 2.4 and 2.5) explained how recovery ofthc desired

uscr's signal and rcjcction of undcsired orthogonal uscrs' signals wcrc accomplishcd.

Wc now look at all othcr signals that might bc found in thc rcceived signal, which we

would like to reject. These signals can be divided into two categories; narrowband and

wideband interference. Narrowband interference can be simplified to a carrier wave

signal as in a broadcast radio transmission or an intentional jamBling signal.

Wideband interference will encompass white noise sources, multipath SS signals,

FHSS signals or asynchronous OS-COMA signals. For the case of carrier wave

(s'ingle li-cquency tone) interferencc, the correlation process mixes the signal with a

PN code and then integrates the result. The PN modulating step of the correlation

randomly scrambles the sine wave and spreads its spectrum exactly like the OSSS

transmission process, making it look like wideband interference prior to integration.

The integrating step then averages or low-pass filters the interference, decreasing its

variance or AC signal power. In' the second case of wideband interference, the PN

modulating step will tend to whiten, or flatten, the spectrum while the integrating step

will again lower the AC power of the interfering signal. In either case the averaging

effect by the correlator lowers the overall interference power anci thus increases the

SNR (assuming the desired signal power remains constant) by what is known as the

processing gain, GI" Thus we can define GI' as:

G = SNRo
P SNR ,

(2.7)

where SNR" and SNR, arc the output and input SNR of the correlator, respectively.

A somewhat more useful rule-of-thumb definition for GI' is:

(2.8)
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whcrc B WI) and 13w.,s arc thc bandwidth of thc data bcforc and aftcr 55 modulation

[22].

2.8 Synchronization

Usually the synchronization process is carried out in two phases. In thc first

(acquisition) phase a coarse alignment to within onc chip timc (1',) is achieved. Once

acquisition is attaincd thc second (tracking) phase is begun. The tracking phasc

pcrforms a fine alignment to within a fraction of 1'" and maintains that alignmcnt

whilc the demodulation is in progress.

Acquisition and tracking rely heavily on the autocorrelation characteristic of PN

scqucnces. The tracking correlation length must be equal to the PN sequence

lcngth, N Tc. Whcreas the demodulation correlation lcngth needs to be equal to the

data bit Icngth, T". Acquisition is carried out by monitoring the correlator's output for

successive chip (T,) phase alignments until the peak region is detected signaling an

alignment within IT, of peak center. This amounts to tracing the autocorrelation

curve of the PN sequence by the correlator. Two difficulties are sometimes

encountered in practice; data modulation of the PN sequence and a PN sequence that

is longer than a data bit time (NT, > T,,). If the PN sequence Icngth is cqual to T"

(NT, = T,J then acquisition can be attained by including negative as well as positive

peak detection. And without data modulation, having a PN sequence longer than T"

(NT, > T,J implies only performing a longer correlation (beyond that needed for data

dcmodulation) before checking for the peak amplitude. When both conditions occur,

which is not infrequcnt, the peak dctection proccss can bc degraded or complctely

impaired. Acquisition timc ('ae,) is thc time it takcs thc receiver to achieve initial

coarsc PN code alignment lock or reachievc alignment after losing lock [18].
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PN code alignment is that maintained by using two tracking con-elators ill a feedback

configuration called a delay-Iockcd loop (DLL). One tracking corrclator (Early)

samplcs the input a half chip timc ahead of the data demodulator (Data), whilc thc

other correlator (Latc) sai"plcs one half chip time behind the data corrclator, as shown

in Figurc 2.1 I. The fcedback is such thal it tries to equalize the output valucs of the

two tracking correlators .

r", (i)

. Early

COll'elator -81
+

Eclk

Late

COll'elator

Lelk Clock

Control ~

~ Delk

Data
Z(i)

Correlator

Figure 2.11: Delay-Locked Loop with the data demodulator

This ean best be understood by considering the CTCCA(t) function and Early and Late

correlator results for three cases; internal PN eode ahead of the input signal, aligned to

the input signal and behind the input signal, which are shown in Figure 2.12.
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-T,

(a) ahead

-T,.

(b) aligned

'. L

1
-T Tc,

(e) behind

Figure 2.12: Early and Late eorrelator output values for different timing alignments;

(a) internal PN code is ahead of the receive input signal; (b) aligned to input signal;

(c) behind input signal.

The Early, Data, and Late correlators perform a correlation on three successive chip

phases of the input signal spaced 0.5 Tc apart, so when the Barly and Late output

amplitudes arc equal, the Data eorrelator will be perfectly aligned to the input signal

and will produce the peak output value [20).

2.9 Summary

This chapter presented a brief description of basic concept of Dircct Scqucncc COMA

systcm for digital communication. This is a Sprcad Spectnlln Multiplc Acccss

(SSM A) tcchniquc. In the SS tcchniqucs proccssing gain reduccs powcr of any noisc

signal at thc input of thc corrclator. Therefore, the benefit of SS modulation is that

any finite-encrgy or narrow-band noise introduced in the channel or by the front-end

SS receiver circuitry will be attenuated by the processing gain factor yiclding an

improvement in the overall SNR. OSSS scheme has the higher degree of jamming

resistance than FHSS. For multipath propagation FHSS has a limited immunity. FI-ISS

requires wider bandwidth than DSSS.
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CHAPTER 3

POWER LINE CHANNEL

3.1 Introduction

There arc many advantages in using a power line network as a communication

channel. Firstly, the power network is the most pervasive network compared to any

other networks in the world and its availability reaches every socket in our house.

Secondly, the installation of the PLC system is very cost effective, sincc it makcs use

of cxisting powcr lincs and no additional wircs arc requircd.

Howcvcr, unlike the other wircd communication media such as thc unshicldcd twisted

pair (UTP) and coaxial cables, LV Power Lines present 1"1 extremely harsh

environment for the high frequency communication signals. The three critical channel

parameters namely, noise, impedance and attenuation, arc found to be highly

unpredictable and variable with time, frequency and location [21].

In order to overcome these difficulties, a lot of efforts have been undertaken to

characterize and model the LV Power Line channel.

The power line network differs considerably in topology, structure, and physical

properties from conventional media such as twisted pair, coaxial cables, or fiber-optic

cables. Only in the case of very simple topologies, such as a cable with a single .

branch, the physical reasons for the observed results (cable loss, reflection, and

transmission facto'rs) can be easily identified. In real network topologies - which are

always more complicated - a back-tracing of measurement results to physical reasons

will generally turn out to be impossible.

Power line channel is treated as a frequency selective fading channel. The channel has

multi path phenomena.
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3.2 Transmission Line

For lines with losses or for filter-type transmission circuits, we generalize the

distributed series element in the circuit model to an impedance Z per unit length, and

the distributed shunt clement to a general admittance Y per unit length [22].

VI!v __ r~
R dx L dx

Cdx Gdx

--------------dx-----------'

Figure 3.1: Equivalent circuit of a transmission line with distributed parameters

R is the resistance per unit length, G is the conductance per unit length, L includes

both external and internal impedance and C is the capacitance per unit length.

Distributed senes resistance m the conductors of the line, and distributed shunt

conductance because of leakage through the dielectric of the are introduced to

consider the losses. Distributed parameters are shown in figure 3.1. Distributed

impedance and admittance are then:

Z=R+ jroL

Y=G+jroC

The propagation constant is given by,

(3.1 )

(3.2)

(3.3)
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where a is the attenuation constant and 13is the phase constant..

Characteristic impedance of the transmission line is given by,

rzZO=Vy =

From the equation (3.3) we get,

(R + jwL)
(G + jwC)

(3.4)

y = J(R + jwL)(G + jwC)

.£ j.!.lan-l[ro(ltC+LG)]

=[(RG-w'LC)'+w'(RC+LG)']'.e' RG-"hc

From the equations (3.3) and (3.5) we get, attenuation constant,

(3.5)

a =[(RG-w'LC)' +W'(RC+LG)']~.eos[.!-tan-1 w(RC+ ;G)] (3.6)
2 RG -00 LC

and the phase constant,

'- I w(RC + LG)
13=[(RG-w'LC)' +w'(RC+LG)']'.sin[-tan-1 ,] (3.7)

2 RG-w LC

From the equation (3.4) we get,

\j
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3.3 Residential Power Line Cable
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(38)

The low voltage power line cables are generally designed for the frequency of the

supplying network (50/60 Hz). The cable manufacturers normally give parameters Illr

the cable, such as indudance, capacitance, and resistance. These values arc applicable

close to grid frequency. However the high frequency propel1ies of the low voltage

power cablcs have also become important issues.

Radiation effect of residential power lines leaking signal power in the frequency range.

0-30 MHz is neglected because the. width of it power line' is quite small compared

with a wavelength in the above so that a transverse electromagnetic (TEM) mode of

propagation will occur. TI-iat means Poynting power now can be assumed as axial, so

that leakage is negligible from the line [22].

In Bangladesh, most of the indoor cable has two conductors (one live and one neutral

conductor) as shown in Figure 3.2.

L

Figure 3.2: lndoor two wire power line cable
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PVC (Polyvinyl Chloride) is used as insulation material alld phase conductors arc

made of copper. The relative permittivity for the PVC insulation material at the

frequency rangc 100 KHz-lOa MHz is about, ",. '" 2.9 [22]. The conductivity or

cop pCI' IS p,,, ~ 1.72 x lo'nllll21].

The equivalent transmission line parameters can be written as [21]:

Resistance per unit length, R = RW
::
II .0.

lU1
. (3.9)

where R.>clf is the surface resistance of copper and a is the radius of each wire.

Capacitance per unit length, C ~ 7[" D Farad
cosh-'(-)

2a

(310)

where, 1-; IS the absolute permittivity of inSlIlatil1~ material and f) is the distance

between the central axis of the conductors.

Absolute permittivity is given by ,. ~ ","0

!f()JC:
Conductance per unit length, G ~ ()

]_' D
COS 1 -

2a

Siemens

(3.11 )

(3.12)

(3.13)

Inductance per ullit length, (3.14)

where L, is the sciI' inductance of each conductor and Jl is the "hsolute permeability

or copper.

L is given by, L, ~L.\ ' 8Jr

and, J.l = f.1rf.'o

(3.15)

(3.16)
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Dielectric losses arc usually described hy the "loss tangent" Of "dissip,ltion Iilclor"

lal10 .

"tan S =---;-

"
3.4 Multipath Signal Propagation through Power Line

(3.17)

In the power line channel, signal propagation does not only take place along a direct

line-of-sight path between transmitter and receiver, but additional paths (echoes) must

also be considered. The result is a multipath scenario with frequency selective ",ding

[23].

D

(3)

A
(I) (2)

c

Figure 3.3: Multipath signal propagation; cable with one tape.

Multipath signal propagation is studied by a simple example which cau be easily

analyzed (Figure 3.3). The link bas only one branch and consists of the segments (I),

(2), and (3) with the characteristic impedances 2,.1' 2'.2 , and Zo'

In order to simplify the considerations, A and C arc assullled to he matched. which

means ZA ::::Z',l and ZIJ = Zu. The remaining points for.rcllcctions are B and D. with

the reflection factors denoted as fiB' 1~'D'f3B, and the transmission factors denoted as

till' lJIJ.With these assun~ptions, an infinite number of r,[opagatioll paths is possible

in principle, due to multiple reflections (i. e., A ---> IJ ---> C ,A ---> IJ ---> f) ---> IJ ---> C ,



A --> B --> D --> B --> D --> B --> C, and so on). Each path i has a weighting factor .t;"

representing the product of the reflection and transmission l~lctorsat power lines arc

basically less or equal to one. This is due to the fact that'transmission occurs only at

joints, where the load of a .parallel cOllnection of two or more cables leads to a

resulting impedance being lower than the characteristic i.mpcdancc of the feeding

cable. Hence the weighting factor g; - a product of transmission and reflection factors

- is also less-or equal to .0I1e. i. c.,

(3.18)

The more transmissions and reflections occur along a path, the smaller the weighting

factor gi will he. Furthermore, longer paths exhibit higher attelluation. so that they

contribute less to. the ovcr all signal at the receiving point. Due to this fact. it is

reasonable to approxlmate the basically infinite number of paths by small number of

dominant paths.

3.5 Long Distance Communication through Power Line

Iso!<ltiollTransfomlcr
1:1

,lie
"il( _

><c

N

~----~---.---- L

,
'»)il t LV side

JI

Distribution Translonncr

N

L---L
HV side

Figure 3.4: Distribution transformer with bypass circuit.
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Presence of distribution transformer is a drawback for long distance power line

communication. Information signals cannot. pass through the distribution transfurmer

because of higher harmonics. Distribution transformers arc dcsigncu for 50/60 I-Iz and

high voltage. It is required to deploy a bypass circuit to overcome this circulllstance.

Figure 3.4 shows one line diagram of a distribution transformer with a bypass circuit

based on coupling circuits described in [38], [39]. The capacitors arc acted as high-

pass filter so that information signal can pass, through them. Isolation transformer is

used 10 provide isolation between high voltage side and low voltage side.

3.6 Summary

The channel characteristics of power line arc highly dependent on geographical

location, network topology, and connected load. High frcqucncy transmission linc

paramcters of a power linc cable can be calculated ii'om its physical dimcnsions.

Rcnections occur in power line due to impedance mismatching and causc multiple

version of information signal: It has bcen demonstrated that the residential power linc

cable networks could be modeled as a frequency selective multi path channel.
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CHAPTER 4

RESIDENTIAL POWER LINE NOISE CHARACTERISTICS

4.1 Introduction,

Noise is omnipresent lJ1 all types of communication channels. Rcsidcntial

cnvironment contains a number of complex electronic products and electrical systcms.

Power line represents a pal1icularly difficult communication cnvironment. Rcsidcntial

powcr line noises are dctcrmined by the responses of home applianccs. Figurc 4. I

shows thc power line noisc scenario.

Colorcd background
Noise

Narrowband Noise

Periodic impulsive noise,

asynchronous t6 the
main frequency

Pcriodic impulsive noise,

synchronous to the

main frcquency

Asynchronous
impulsive noise

Transmitter

Channel h(l)

Receiver

Figure 4. J: Power line noise scenario
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Power line noise ineludes both background and impulsive components. Background

noise level decays with increasing frequency. In the case of impulsive noise, however,

the time-domain characteristics of the impulses have an important bearing on data

eonuuunication performance. Imp0l1ant time-domain parameters inelude impulse

amplitude, width, and interarrivaltime. The amplitude together with the width defines

the impulse energy. The interarrival time .defines the impulse frequency and, together

with the energy, defines impulse noise power [25].

4.2 Classification

The measurement results in reference [26] reveal that the power line noise channel

can not be modeled as an Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel, which is

used to represent noise in the radio communication channel. The radio noise is

modeled as a flat spectrum that spans all wireless frequencies with its power equal

to kT /2, where k denotes the Boltzmann's constant (equal to 1.38x 10-23 J / K) and

T denotes the temperature in Kelvin.

Hom the basic approach, five general classes of noise can be defined [27]:

(I) Colored background noise: This type of noise has a relatively low power spectral

density (PSD), varying with frequency. This type of noise is mainly caused by

summation of numerous noise sources with low power. Its PSD varies over time
i

in terms of minutes or even hours.

(2) Narrow-band nOIse: Sinusoidal signals, with modulated amplitudes caused by

ingress of broadcast. stations. The level is varying with daytime.

(3) Periodic impulsive noise asynchronous to the mains frequency: This type of noise

has a repetition rate between 50 and 200 KHz, with .a discrete line spcctnJm

spaced according to the impulse repetition rate. This type of noise is mostly

caused by switched power supplies.

,

j
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(4) Periodic impulsive noise synchronous to the mains frequency: This type of noise

has a repetition rate of 50 or 100 Hz (for 50 Hz mains frequency). The impulses

arc of short duration (some microseconds) and have a PSD decreasing with

frequency. This type of noise is caused by power supplies, mainly by switching of

rectifier diodes; which occurs synchronous with thc main cyclc.

(5) Asynchronous nOIse: This typc of noise is caused switching transicnts 111the

network. The impulses have duration of some microscconds up to fcw

milliseconds with random occurrence. Thc PSD of this typc of noisc can reach

values of more than 50 dB above the background noise.

Thc properties of noise types (I) - (3) usually remall1 stationary over periods of

seconds and minutes or sometimes even for hours, and may be summarized as

background noise [31]. The noise types (4) and (5), however, are time-variant in terms

of microseconds to milliseconds. During the occurrence of such impulses, thc PSD of

the noise riscs considcrably and may causc bit or burst crror in data transmission.

4.3 Background Noise

Available background noise power in watts per hcrtz is givcn by [28]:

(4.1 )

where K is a Gaussian random variable with mean (j.1) = 5.64, standard deviation

(0') = 0.5 and .f is the frequency in hertz.

Equation (4.1) is a statistical approximation of background noisc power at any

location; this is a frequency dependent relation.

As the background noise is always present in thc power line and is mainly caused by

the summation of noise sources oflow power, it is difficult to predict exactly thc levcl

of thc background noise or the occurrencc of a specific noisc disturbancc. Background
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nOIse characteristics arc shown 111 Figure 4.2. For frequencies above I MHz,

background has negligible effects.
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Figure 4.2: Background noise characteristics at frequency range (0-1500 KHz)

4.4 Impulse Noise

Impulse nOIse IS a senous source of impairment for intrabuilding power line

communications. Such noise requires approximate description to enable efficient and

effective channel utilization. Impulse noise occurs on the line during only a small

fraction of time and is characterized by magnitude, duration and interarrival time [25].

There is no accepted model for characterizing the statistics of the impulse noise on

power lines because of the lack of sufficient data,. Instead, the models developed for

telephone networks are used [29-32].
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4.4.1 Impulse Amplitude

Laplace probability density function (PDF) is generally employed to characterizc thc

amplitudc of the impulse noisc. Unlike in telephone networks, the impulse noise in

power lincs is expcctcd to be very strong and to destroy the bits when it hits. Figure

4.3 shows Laplacc's probability density function.
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Figure 4.3: Laplace's probability density function

Laplace's probability density function is given by:

(4.2)

whcrc 11 is thc amplitude of impulsive noise and (5" is the standard deviation of n.

The expected amplitude of impulse noise is given by:

"m•• .J2 11m•• - .J21n1
A =2 f I1f(n)dn =- f n e u" dn

o a" 0

(4.3)
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4.4.2 Impulse Width

Time duration (impulse width) is genearally characterized by a log-nomlaJ probability

density function [31]. The probability density function is given by:

(4.4)

where, 1M and a, 'arc the median and standard deviation of I (sampled impulse width)

g:
~
E 0.3
'"~~~
"- 0.2

0.1

0 50 100 150 200
Impulse width in microseconds

250 300

respcctivcly. Figure 4.4 shows the log-normal probability density function.

Figure 4.4: Log-nomlal probability density function

The expected impulse width is given by:

(4.5)

•
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4.4.3 Interarrival Time

Interarrival time is inversely related to the frequency of occurrence of the impulse

noise and is generally described by an exponential PDF,

f(t) = ,kA
' (4.6)

where A shows the mean frequency of occurrence of the impulse event. The expected

interarriva! time within an observation window (T".,,,) is given by:

'/~,;"

tw = fAte-A' dt
o

4.4.4 Synchronous Impulse Noise

(4.7)

This is the noise caused by switching devices, such as SCR's and certain power

supplies. An SCR switches when the power voltage crosses certain value. Since the

voltage is cyclic, the SCR switches at 50 Hz or multiple of 50 Hz and thereby causes

noise at 50 Hz and multiples thereof. This noise is synchronous with, drifts with, the

50 Hz power frequency. SCR's are a ubiquitous part of every distribution system.

This type of noise occurs on both the primaty and secondary of the distribution line.

The noise has a line spectra with lines at multiples of 50 Hz [33].

Any appliance with SCR causes periodic synchronous impulse noise. The noise is

time dependent. A popular residential electrical device which generates high levcls of

hannonie noise is the solid state light dimmer. The dimmer is wired in series with the

incandescent lights and controls lamp brightness by switching ON and OFF rapidly

through the usc of SCR. The noise produced by the light dimmer is periodic and
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synchronous with the 50 Hz powcr frequency. The light dimmer setting controls the

time of light dimmer noise. Figure 4.5 shows the noise causcd by a light dimmer.
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Figure 4.5: Light dimmer noise.

The syn~hronous impulse noise power can be givcn by [30]:

(4.8)
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4.4.5 Asynchronous Impulse Noise

This type of disturbance is caused by all kinds of switching operations. Switching

phenomenon causes asynchronous impulse noise. Sometimes a train of periodic

synchronous impulse noise follows an asynchronous impulse in the PLC system. This

disturbance affects the whole range of frequency band and its duration is very short.

This is the most powerful parameter that affects PLC system performance [27]. This

is a random proces,s. Figure 4.6 shows a typical asynchronous impulse noise in power

line.
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Figure 4.6: Typical asynchronous impulse noise.

Switching transients anywhere in the power line network causes typical asynchronous

impulse events. The shape of the impulses is often similar to damped sinusoids or

superimposed damped sinusoids. However, there is no general restriction to theses

shapes; it depends on switching instance and circuit parameters. The asynchronous

impulse noise power can be given by [27]:
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(4.9)

4.5 Noise Power in Power Line

In order to account for the contributions of all type of noises, we arc introducing a

new noise term Nf"'.' From the equation (4.1), (4.H) and (4.9) we get the average

power line noise power;

(4.10)

We shan usc the term of N PI in our performance analysis. If n(l) is the amplitude of

total power line noise at any instance then we define N,.,. as follows:

Nn (t) = n' (I)

4.6 Summary

(4.1 I)

Besides signal distortion due to interference and multipath fading, noise is the most

crucial factor degrading high-speed data transmission over power line networks. Due

to a considerable rise of the noise power during the occurrence of impulse events,

there is a significant probability of bit errors.

In this chapter we have estimated the power line noise level by means of analytical

expressions. We need huge statistics about power line noise to get better accuracy in

estimating the noise level.
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CHAPTERS

DEVELOPMENT OF AN ANALYTICAL MODEL FOR THE

OS-COMA PLC SYSTEM

5.1 Introduction

In this dissertation we examine the performance of DS-CDMA system over power

line channel for high-speed data. The perfomlancc of any multiplc access technique

depends on multiple access interference and channel noise. The indoor power line

network is modeled as a multi path propagation environment, where delayed replicas

of the transmitted signal reach the receiver with different amplitude and phase

characteristics [26]. These multipath signal components arc caused by reflections on

channel discontinuities, such as termination loads and line junctions. Multipath delay

spreads leads to time dispersion and frequency selective fading [16].

The Rayleigh distribution is commonly used to describe the statistical time varying

nature of the envelope of an individual l11ultipath component. In reference 1.15] and

[17], it has been seen that .the histogram of power line channel transfer tilllction is

well approximated by Rayleigh distribution. In our present work, we consider power

line as a frequency selective Rayleigh fading channeL

In the previous chapter we have modeled the channel noise. We have introduced a

noise term that ineludes the effect of all type of noises. This noise term will be used in

our analytical model.

There arc two key aspects for DS-CDMA systems: to combat or suppress the effects

of interference due to jamming, interference arising from other users and interference

due to multipath propagation, and to achieve message privacy in the presence of other

listeners.
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In this chaptcr we provide a mathematical description of an asynchronous OS-COMA.

In our analysis, we consider the BPSK modulation techniquc. We consider the

possiblc prescnce of frequcncy-selective fading and the organization of Ihe systcm in

a powcr linc noise structure.

We estimate system performance in terms of signal to interference ratio (SIR) and bit

error rate (BER), based on the statistical description of all the channel impairments.

The calculation of SIR and BER is v-ery important for designing a communication

system.

The SIR indicates the signal strength against the interference and nOIse. This

information is uscd to fix the design paramctcrs of a communication systcm with

multiplc acccss. Thc higher value of SIR ensures the -rcliablc transmission of signal.

The tcrm of BER is thc maIn performance paramctcr of a digital communication

systcm. This tcrm indicates the reliability of a digital communication systcm. The

optimum values of thc design paramcters can be calculated from thc tolcranee limit of

BER.

5.2 Analytical model

In our present work, we have designed an analytical model for OS-COMA power line

communication systems. Wc have taken a system with K" number of users, L numbcr

of multi path and GI' is the proccssing gain. Bit duration is 7;,and chip duration is 7;_.

We havc considcrcd a channel with frequency-selcctive fading which obcy thc

Raylcigh distribution. For the calculation of multiple access interfercncc (MAl) we

have uscd the Gaussian approximation [ 16]. Figurc 5.1 shows the OS-COMA PLC

system.
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n(l)

111, (I) iOI s, (I) PL
-~.-I($J •

Channel

MAl

0-~2p' cos(roJ+G,)

PN code
Generator

x _~2p' cos(roJ +'p,)

PN code
Generator

Figure 5.1: DS-CDMA PLC system

5.2. J Transmitted signal model

Let us assume that there arc K" number of independent users transmitting signals in

the DS-CDMA system. Each of them transmits a signal in the form:

s, (I) = ~2p' 111, (t -,; )c, (I -,;) cos(ro,t +8,) (5.1 )

where, p, is the power of the transmitted signal, roc is the common carrier frequency,

e, is a phase shift offset, 111, (I) and c, (I) arc the data and spreading signals'

respectively and ,; is a random transmission delay calculated with respect to
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reference transmitted signal, accounting for the lack of synchronization among the

users.

The data signal m, (I) is a scquence of unit amplitude rectangular pulses of duration

7; and phase 0 and 7t radian with equal probability. Each pulsc rcprcscnts an

information bit for user k. The spreading signal c, (I) is a scqucncc of unit amplitudc

rcctangular pulscs (chips) of duration 7;. and phasc. 0 and TC radian with equal

probability.

Thcre arc Gp chips per bit and thus Gf' = ~ is the processing gain for uscr k.
c

5.2.2 Channel model

In contrast to many othcr communication channcls, an additivc white Gaussian noise

(AWGN) model can not describe the noise in a power line environment.

Wc consider power line channel as a frequency-selective fading channel, which

generates the multipath phenomenon, that is a numbcr of rcplicas of the source signal

characterized by thcir own delays, phase rotations and Raylci.gh distributed

amplitudes [34].

The k'" source signal is transmitted through a channel h, (I) that can bc writtcn in thc

form [35]:
I_~ .

h, (I) = L::>,.I, c/+", 8 (I -<.I)
'/;",0

(5.2)

where <1>, I and 'l:; I are thc phases and time delays introduced by the channcl; they can
'I 'I

bc assumed to be random variables uniformly distributed in. [0, 27t) and [0,1'",,,]

respectively, where 1'"" is the maximum delay at which there can be a multipath ray.

L, is the number of multipaths generated by the frequency sclcetive channel for thc

k'" transmittcd signal. au, is the path gain component with Rayleigh distribution:

{/2

" a ~j,,(a)=-,c "
G"

(5.3)

f'
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5.2.3 Received signal model

In a CDMA system, the signals from many users arrive at the input of the receiver.

Thus the received signal contains both the desired users' signals as well as the channel

noise. In case of frequency selective fading channels, there arc also the multipath

components of both the desired interfering users. Thus, the tota,l receivcd signal can

be written as:

K,,--l "1-1

1'(1) = L L ,j2i~ak.l.II1, (I-T 'J.)c' (I-T k.I. ) cos(ro) +<i>u, ) + n(l)
k=() II =0

(5.4)

where n(l) is the power line channel noise with power spectral density N"" .The value

of 0, is included here into the definition of <i>u.' while the values of T; and T;J. arc
included in T" . Without loss of generality, we assume that the signal from user 0 is.. '

the signal of interest.

A correlation receiver is typically used to filter the desired user's signal from all

others users' signals which share the same bandwidth at the same time. For this

purpose the received signal 1'(1) is mixed down to baseband, multiplied by the

spreading sequence associated to the desired user (co (I) ) and integrated over one bit

period. This sequence of operations is called despreading. Thus, assuming that the

receiver is delay and phase synchronized with the main multipath component of the,

signal of interest, the bit decision statistics for that user within the bit interval

[ITh,(1 + 1)7;.] is given by [36]:

(I+1)7~

Zo(l) = J r(l)co(l-To,o)cos(roJ)dt
IT.

= 1110 (I)ao.o fP. 7;,+ ~' 'f i'J. +uV2 k=O [/~=O,lo~OJ

where 1110 (I) is the l'h transmitted bit from the source O.

(5,5)
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Useful signal is given by:

Noise term is given by:

(/+I)T~

U = f lI(t)CO(t -~O.O)cos«OJ)dt
IT,

and the summation is given by,

(5.6)

(5.7)

,1.',,-1 I,~_I (I+I)Th~ L: L: f a',1,s,(t-~'.I.Jej;"'co(t-~o.o)cos«OJ)dt (5.8)
k=O ff~",OJo""Ol ITb

J Represents the contribution of MAl to the decision statistics. It is worth to notice

that the MAl term includes:

all the inultipath components relative to the desired user: 101 ...10,1._1, while

the (0,0) component is the direct ray;

all the direct and multipath components relative to the interfering users:

J, 0 ..1,,1., -1 for all k = I, 2, K" -I.

Thus the decision statistics defined in (5.5) can be re-written as:

(5.9)

where Do(l) is the desired signal component (first term in (5.5», J is the MAl (5.7)

and v is the channel noise term (5.6).
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5.3 Analysis of signal to interference ratio (SIR) and bit error rate (BER)

In any multiple access system, one of the fundamental design parameter is the signal-

to-interference (SIR) at the receiver, which measures the ratio between the useful

power and the amoun!of interference generated by all the other sources sharitfg the

same resource.

Recalling the expression (5.8), it is easy to express the SIR:

SIR = E{Do(l)'}
E{/'}+E{v'}

(5.10)

The statistical averages in equation (5.9) can be calculated as follows for the useful

term [17]:

,
= PoT" E{a '}2 0,0

By maintaining the conditioning on the path gain ao 0 , we get

(5.11 )

(5,12)

By using Gaussian Approximation, for a frequency-selective Rayleigh fading channel,

variance of interference caused by the interfering components can be calculated as

follows [35], [16]:

We assume perfect power control and identical L number of paths is available for

each user. We want to receive signal from the desired user through a single path,

Variance of interference for 0'" path is given by:



, ,
E{"]' } Po r;, ,'L, ".0 = (K" -1)60 E{a ".,}

I'

Variance of interference for the rest of the L - I paths is given by:

, ,
E{" ]'"",}=(L-l)K" Po Th E{a'"",}L, . 6G'

p

(5.13)

(5.14)
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By adding the equation (5.12) and (5.13) we get the variance of interference [26]:

. 2 2 . 2 2

E{f'}=E{a'",}(K,,-I)Po T" +E{a',", }(L-I)K" Po T"
. 6G ." 6G

p p

,
=> E {l'} = PoTh [E {a' '" }(K" -I) + K" (L -I)E {a' ",,,}]

6Gp

(5.15)

where, aka.J" are the path gains which are identically Rayleigh distributed, and Po is

the transmitted signal power.

By applying the properties of Rayleigh distribution we get:

E{akO.O'} = E{akO.J,,') = 2cr' (5.16)

where cr is the variance of path gain components over the power line channel with

frequency selective Rayleigh fading.

Hence, we can rewrite the equation (5.15) as:

E{l'} = PoT,,'cr' (K L-l)
3G "

p

'(5.17)
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The noise term E{v'} can be expressed as [.16]:

T

E{v'} = jn2(t)co'(t)coS'(WJ)dl
o '

where NN. is the average power line noise power.

Hence we get the equation (5.10) as:

2PaTh 2
--G

I
2 0.0

SIR Goo =--2-,~~-----
. Par.O-(KL_I)+NPLTb

3G" 2
"

(5.18)

(5.19)

Then, averaging over the distribution of Go.o' the average signal-to-interference ratio

for a power line channel is given by:

r 1
(K"L -1) N"L

+ 23G" 20- Par.

(5.20a)

1=> r = -------
K"L-I + NpL

3Gp 20-'£h

(5.20b)
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Equation (5.20b) can bc considcrcd as a modificd vcrsion ofthc following cquation,

I
=> r= K L-I No

" +---
3G" 4a' E"

where, energy per bit is given by, E" = PoT"

(5.20c)

(5.21 )

Equation (5.20c) is a common expression, which is used for wireless channel with

AWGN and frequency selective Rayleigh fading [37]. Where N" is the average
2

power of additive white ganssian noise (AWGN). In chapter 4, it has been shown that

power line noise can not be considered as AWGN. We can usc a power line noise

term NN instead of N" , which has been introduced in chapter 4.
2

The dissimilarities of SIR expressed by equation (5.20b) and equation (5.2Ic) arc to

be notcd. Thc denominators ofthc two cxpressions have a common first tcrm K"L-I .
. . 3G1J

Bnt the second terms in the two denominators arc different. In the casc of wireless

. . No I . ) .transmIssIon, avcrage AWGN ~ - with a flat power spectra densIty (PSD IS
2

assumed. In the case of power line, NI"J. is not a noise of the Gaussian type. It is thc

average value of noise powcr arising from combined colored background and impulsc

type ofnoiscs, which are actually observed in a power line.

The average bit-error-rate is given by [19],[37]:

BER = .!.[I_~ r,]
2 2+r

,

= I 1-
2

(5.22)
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Equation (5.22) is valid only for correlation receiver with BPSK modulation scheme.

5.4 Performance Analysis for RAKE Receiver

RAKE receiver is used to exploit multi path propagation of information signals. We

can consider a RAKE receiver with L fingers for L paths in our system.

The over all signal-to-interferenee ratio is then [35],

L-lLGO,fo2

SIR .. = ',=0
RAM, 2 2(K L-1) N Ra 1/ +~

3Gp P.

L
SfRIlAKI': =

K"L -1 + N"LR"
3Gp 2u2p'

SIRRAKE = Lr

(5.23a)

(5.23b)

The average bit-error-rate for RAKE receiver with frequency selective Rayleigh

fading channel is given by [38]:

00

BERRAKE = JQ(E)f(x)dx
o

(5.24)

Where x is a chi-square-distributed random variable with 2L degrees of freedom and
I

average r ,and

I'
f(x)-----xl.-'e-r (5.25)

- (L-1)!r-1.
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For a RAKE receiver of L fingers for L path, the average bit-error-rate (I3ER) is

given by,

(2L~1)[ 1 ]L
- L 2(2+r)

(2L-l)BER.An = L

5.5 Summary

I.

(5.26a)

(5.26b)

In this chapter the analytical model for the PLC channel has been developed and

expressed with all the useful terms. The reason for choosing power line as a frequency

selective fading channel is also explained. We have derived the expressions for SIR

and I3ER.

•
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CHAPTER 6

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS AND DlSCUSSIONS

6. I Introduction

The performance issues of any multiple access technique arc dircctly relatcd to thc

number of users. Thus, the performance of a multiple access technique measures the

number of simultaneous users who arc facilitated with cOTllmunication services under

an acceptable Icvcl of bit crror rate (BER).

Following the analytical formulation presented in section 5.3 and 5.4 we evaluate the

performance of DS-CDMA PLC system at a chip rate of 10.24 Mchips/see, using

variance of path gain 0"2:0:: 0.45. We assume that transmitted signal power is Iy2.

according to FCC specification for high-speed data transmission over power Iinc

channel. We present the impact of power line noise and the impact of llluitipath

propagation with SIR and HER characteristics.

We usc equation (5.20b), (5.23a) to caleulate SIR and (5.22), (5.26b) to calculate

BER. We measure the performance parameters by the number of simultaneous users.

These parametcrs have been calculated by MATLA13 6.5.

The impact of power line noise is evaluated by the SIR and 13ER curves considering

different scenanos: G" = 256, Ii" = 40Kbps for Correlation recci vcr;

G" = 128,R" = 80Kbps for' Correlation receIver; G" = 64, R" = 160Kbps for

Correlation receIVer; G" = 256, R" = 40Kbps for' RAKE receiver;

G" = 128,R" = 80Kbps for RAKE receiver; and G" = 64, Ii" = I60Kbps for RAKE

receiver. We also compare SIR and 13ER performance of Correlation and RAKE

receiver under same noise level.
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The impact of 111uHipath propagation is evaluated by the SIR and HER curves

considering different scenarios: (;1' = 256,R" = 40Khps for Correlation receiver;

G" = 128, II, = SOKbps for Correlation recclver; G" = M. II" = I60 Kbp" f(JI

Correlation receiver; C
"
= 256, II" = 40 Khp" RAKE receIver:

G" = 128, II" = 80Khp" for RAKE receiver; and C
"
= 64, II" = 160Kbp" for RAKE

receiver. We also compare SIR and BER performance of Correlation and RAKE

receiver under sallle number of l11ultipath.

6.2. Impact of Power Line Noise

From the residential power line noise survey results in [40], we observe thal average

power line noise power can vary from -170 dB to -26 dB. In previous refcrences [8.

14], power line noise were considered between -85 dB and -35 dB. In our case a

noise level below -90 dB has no significant il)lpact on the system performance.

Figure 6.1 to Figure 6.6 depict the plots of SIR versus number or simultaneous users

(KII) under different combinations of Rh, GI' and receiver with the values of noise

power N,.,. as .50 dB, .60 dB, .70 dB and .90 dB. For all the cases we consider the

number of available path L = 2.

Figure 6.7 depicts the comparative SIR performance of Correlation and RAKE

receiver.

Figure 6.8 to Figure 6.13 depict the plots of BEll versus number of simultaneous

users (K,,) under different combinations of Rio' GIl and receiver with the values of

N",. as .50 dB, .60 dB, .70 dB and .90 dB. For all the cases we consider the number

of available path L = 2.

Figure 6.14 depicts lhe comparative BEll performance of Correlation and RAKE

receIver.



Figure 6.1 depicts the various plots of signal to interference ratio (SIR) as a function

of power line noise, NI'I.' for the bit rate, R" = 40Kbps and the processing gain

C,. = 256 with Correlation receiver. The SIR increases exponentially with the

decrease of power line noise. The system shows good signal strength between noise

levels -90 dB and -70 dB.
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Figure 6.1: Plots 'of signal to interference ratio (SIR) versus various number of users

in a direct sequence CDMA PLC system for different values of power linc noise,

N",. ' in case 'of Correlation receiver with bit rate R" = 40Kbps and processing gam

C" = 256, at a chip rate 10.24 Mehips/see with transmitted signal power Po = I Y'

and 0" = 0.45 .
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Figure 6.2 depicts the various plots of signal to interference ratio (SIR) as a function

of power line noise, N",., for the hit rate, R, = 80Kbps and the processing gain

C
"
= 128 with Correlation receiver. The SIR increases exponentially with the

decrease of power line noise. The system shows good signal strength between noise

levels -90 dB and -70 dB.
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Figure 6.2: Plots of signal to interference ratio (SIR) versus various number of users

in a direct sequence COMA PLC system for different values of power line noise,

N/"I.' in case of Correlation receiver .with bit rate R,= 80Kbps and processing gain

Cp = 128, at a chip rate 10.24 Mehips/see with transmitted signal power Po = I y2

and 0-2 = 0:45.
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Figure 6.3 depicts the various plots of signal to interference ratio (SIR) as a function

of power line noise, NJ'J.' for the bit rate, R" = 160Kbps and the processing gain

GJ, = 64 with Correlation receiver. The SIR increases exponentially with the decrease

of power line noise. The system shows poor signal strength between noise levels -70

dB and above.
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Figure 6.3: Plots of signal to interference ratio (SIR) versus various number of users

in a direct sequence CDMA PLC system for different values of power line noise,

NJ'J.' in case of Correlation receiver with bit rate Rh = 160Kbps and processing gain

Gp = 64, ai a chip rate 10.24 Mehips/sec with transmitted signal power Po = I y' and

()" 2 = 0.45 .

\ .
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Figure 6.4 depicts the various plots of signal to interference ratio (SIR) as a function

of power line noise, NI'I.' for the bit rate, Rh = 40Kbps and the proeessing gain

G
"
= 256 with RAKE receiver. The SIR inereases exponentially with the decrease of

power line noise. The system shows good signal strength below levels -60 dB.
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Figure 6.4: Plots of signal to interferenee ratio (SIR) versus various number of users

in a direet sequenee CDMA PLC system for different values of power line noise,

NI'I.' in ease of RAKE reeeiver with bit rate Rh = 40Kbps and proeessing gain

G p = 256, at a chip rate 10.24 Mehips/see with transmitted signal power p" = I V'

and (J' = 0.45 .
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Figure 6.5 depicts the various plots of signal to interference ratio (SIR) as a function

of power line noise, N",., for the hit rate, R, = 80Kbl's and the processing gain

G" = 128 with RAKE receiver. The SIR increases exponentially with the decrease of

power line noise. The system shows good signal strength between noise levels -90 dB

and -70 dB.
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Figure 6.5: Plots of signal to interference ratio (SIR) versus various number of users

in a direct sequence CDMA PLC system for different values of power line noise,

N",., in case of RAKE receiver with bit rate Rh = 80Kbps and processing gain

GI' = 128, at a chip rate 10.24 Mehips/sce with transmitted signal power 1;, = I Y'

and cr' = 0.45.
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Figure 6.6 depicts the various plots of signal to interference ratio (SIR) as a function

of power line noise, N",., for the bit rate, R" = I 60Kbps and the processing gain

G" = 64 with RAKE receiver. The SIR increases exponentially with the decrease of

power line noise. The system shows poor signal strength between noise levels -60 dB

and above.
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Figure 6.6: Plots of signal to interference ratio (SIR) versus various number of users

in a direct sequence CDMA PLC system for different values of power line noise,

NI'J,' in case of RAKE receiver with bit rate Rh = I 60Kbps and processing gain

Gr = 64, at a chip rate 10.24 Mchips/sec with transmitted signal power l~= I V' and

(J 2 = 0.45 .
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Figure 6.7 depicts the comparative signal to interference ratio (SIR) plots for

Correlation and RAKE receiver as a function of power line noise, NI'I.' for the bit

rate, Rh ~ 40Kbps and the processing gain Gl' ~ 256. We observe that using a RAKE

receiver the SIR of the system arc better than a Correlation receivcr.
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Figure 6.7: Plots of comparative signal to interference ratio (SIR) versus vanous

number of users in a direct sequence COMA PLC system for different values of

power linc noise, NI'I.' in case of RAKE receiver with bit rate Rh ~ 40Kbps and

proccssing gain G
I
, ~ 256, at a chip rate 10.24 Mchips/sec with transmittcd signal

power Po ~ I y' and ()"' ~ 0.45.
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Figure 6.8 depicts the various plots of bit elTor rate (BER) as a function of power line

noise, N",., for the bit rate, Rh = 40Kbps and the processing gain G" = 256 with

Correlation receiver. The BER decreases exponentially with the decrease of power

line noise. The system shows poor performance for noise level above -70 dB.
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Figure 6.8: The bit error rate (BER) performance against number of users of a direct

sequence COMA PLC system [or different values of power line noise, N",." in case of

Correlation receiver with bit rate Rh = 40Kbps and processing gain GI' = 256, at a

chip rate 10.24 Mchips/sec with transmitted signal power Po = I y' .and cr' = 0.45 .
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Figure 6.9 depicts the various plots of bit error rate (BER) as a function of power line

noisc, NI"I.' for the bit rate, R" = 80Kbps and the processing gain C1, = 128 with

Corrclation rccciver. The BER decreases exponentially with the decrease of power

line noise. The system shows poor performance for noise level above -90 dB.
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Figure 6.9: The bit error rate (BER) performance against number of users of a direct

sequence COMA PLC system for different values of power line noise, N/"!., in case of

Correlation reccivcr with bit rate Rh = 80Kbps and processing gain Cp = 128, at a

chip rate 10.24 Mchips/sec with transmitted signal power 1'" = I V', and (J' = 0.45 .
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Figurc 6.10 dcpicts thc various plots of bit error rate (HER) as a function of power

line noisc, N",., for the bit rate, Rh = 160Kbps and thc processing gain GI' = 64 with

Corrclation rcceiver. The HER decreases exponentially with the decrcase of powcr

linc noise. The systcm shows very poor performance for noise level above -90 dB.
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Figure 6.10: The bit error rate (HER) performance against number of users of a direct

sequence CDMA PLC system for different values of power line noise, N",., in ease of

Correlation receiver with bit rate Rh = l60Kbps and processing gain Gr = 64, at a

chip rate 10.24 Mehips/see with transmitted signal power Po = I y2, and cr2 = 0.45 .
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Figui'e 6.1 I depicts the various plots of bit error rate (BER) as a function of power

line noise, NI'/,' for the bit rate, R" = 40Kbps and the processing gain GJ, = 256 with

RAKE recciver. Thc BER decreases exponentially with the decrease of power line

noise. The system shows good performance for noise level below -60 dB.
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Figure 6.11: The bit error rate (BER) performance against number of users of a direct

sequence CDMA PLC system for different values of power line noise, NJ'J.' in case of

RAKE receiver with bit rate R" = 40Kbps and proccssing gain Gr = 256, at a chip

rate 10.24 Mchips/sec with transmitted signal power Po = I V' , and (J' = 0.45,
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Figure 6.12 depicts the various plots of bit error rate (BER) as a function of power

line noise, NI'I.' for the bit rate, Rh= 80Kbps and the processing gain GI, = 128 with

RAKE receiver. The BER decreases exponentially with the decrease of power line

noise. The system shows good performance for noise level below -70 dB.
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Figure 6.12: The bit error rate (BER) perfoffilance against number of users of a direct

sequence CDMA PLC system for different values of power line noise, NI'I.' in case of

RAKE receiver with bit rate Rh =80Kbps and processing gain Gp =128, at a chip

rate 10.24 Mchips/sec with transmitted signal power Po = I V' , and a 2 = 0.45 .
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Figure 6.13 depicts the various plots of bit error rate (BER) as a function of power

line noise, N,.,., for the bit rate, R" = 160Kbps and the processing gain G" = 64 with

RAKE receiver. The BER decreases exponentially with the decrease of power line

noise. The system shows good performance for noise level below -90 dB.
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Figure 6.13: The bit error rate (BER) performance against number of users of a direct

sequence COMA PLC system for different values of power line noise, N"", in case of

RAKE receiver with bit rate R" = 160Kbps and processing gain G" = 64, at a chip

rate 10.24 Mehips/see with transmitted signal power Po = I y' ,and cr' = 0.45 .
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Figure 6.14 depicts the comparative bit error rate (BER) plots for Correlation and

RAKE receiver as a function of power line noise, N",., for the bit rate,

Rh = 40Kbps and the processing gain G" = 256. We observe that using a RAKE

receiver the performance of the system arc better than a Correlation receiver.
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Figure 6.14: Plots of comparative bit error rate (BER) versus various number of users

in a direct sequence CDMA PLC system for different values of power line noise,

NI'I.' in case of RAKE receiver with bit rate Rh = 40Kbps and processing gain

Gp =' 256, at a chip rate 10.24 Mehips/see' with transmitted signal power J~= 1 y2

and cr2 =0.45.
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6.3 Impact of Multipath

Theoretically infinite number of path is possible in power line but dominant paths arc

limited. In CDMA wirelcss communication standard IS-95, only three paths arc

considcred. In currcnt rcscarch, we consider maximum four paths in our analysis.

Figurc 6.15 to Figure 6.20 depict the plots of SIR versus number of simultaneous

users (K,,) under different combinations of 11",Gp and receiver with the values of

L as 1,2,3 and 4. For all the cases we consider the power line noise levcl -90dB.

Figure 6.21 depicts the comparative SIR performance of Correlation and RAKE

receiver.

Figure 6.22 to Figure 6.27 depict the plots of BEll versus number of simultaneous

users (K,,) under different combinations of RI>' Gp and receiver with thc valucs of

L as 1,2,3 and 4. For all the cases wc consider the power line noise level-90dB.

Figure 6.28 depicts the comparative BER perfoffilance of Correlation and RAKE

receiver.
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Figure 6.15 depicts the various plots of signal to interference ratio (SIR) as a function

of number of available path. L, for the bit rate, R" = 40Kbps and the processing gain

(if' = 256 with Correlation receiver. The SIR decreases exponentially with the

increase of number of available path. The system shows good signal strength up to

L =3.
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Figure 6.15: Plots of signal to interference ratio (SIR) versus various number of users

in a direct sequence COMA PLC system for different number of available path, L, in

case of Correlation receiver with bit rate R" = 40Kbps and proe<:ssing gain (if' = 256,

at a chip rate 10.24 Mchips/scc with transmitted signal power J;, = I y' and

cr' = 0.45 .
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Figure 6.16 depicts the various plots of signal to interference ratio (SIR) as a function

of number of available path, L, for the bit rate, R, = 80Kbps and the processing gain

G" = 128 with Correlation receiver. The SIR decreases exponentially with the

increase of number of available path. The systcm shows good signal strength up to

L =3.
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Figure 6.16: Plots of signal to interference ratio (SIR) versus various number of users

in a direct sequence CDMA PLC system for different number of available path, L, in

ease of Correlation receiver with bit rate R, = 80Kbps and processing gain Gp = 128,

at a chip rate 10.24 Mehips/see with transmitted signal power Po = 1V' and

a' = 0.45.
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Figure 6.17 depicts the various plots of signal to interference ratio (SIR) as a function

of number of available path, L, for the bit rate, Rh ~ 160Kbps and the processing gain

C,o ~ 64 with Correlation receiver. The SIR decreases exponentially with the increase

of number of available path. The system shows good signal strength up to L:o 2 .
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Figure 6.17: Plots of signal to interference ratio (SIR) versus various number of users

in a direct sequence CDMA PLC system for different number of available path, L, in

case of Correlation receiver with bit rate Rh ~ I60Kbps and processing gain C p ~ 64,

at a chip rate 10.24 Mehips/sec with transmitted signal power Po ~ I y' and

(J'~0.45.
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Figure 6.1 8 depicts the various plots of signal to interference ratio (SIR) as a function

of number of available path, L, for the bit rate, R, = 40Kbps and the processing gain

C/, = 256 with RAKE receiver. The SIR decreases exponentially with the increase of

number of available path. The system shows excellent signal strength (above 15 dB)

in all the cases.
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Figure 6.18: Plots of signal to interference ratio (SIR) versus various number of users

in a direct sequence CDMA PLC system for different number of available path, L, in

case of RAKE receiver with bit rate R, = 40Kbps and processing gain C r = 256 , at a

chip rate 10.24 Mchips/sec with transmitted signal power Po = I y' and (J' = 0.45 .
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Figure 6.19 depicts the various plots of signal to interference ratio (SIR) as a function

of number of available path, L, for the bit rate, Rh = 80Kbps and the processing gain

G" = 128 with RAKE receiver. The SIR decreases exponentially with the increasc of

number of available path. The system shows signal strength above 15 dB up to 15

simultaneous users in all the cases.
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Figure 6,19: Plots of signal to interference ratio (SIR) versus various number of users

ina direct sequence CDMA PLC system for different number of available path, L, in

case of RAKE receiver with bit rate Rh = 80Kbps and processing gain G p = 128, at a

chip rate 10.24 Mchips/sec with transmitted signal power Po = I y' and (J' = 0.45 ,
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Figure 6.20 depicts the various plots of signal to interference ratio (SIR) as a function

of number of available path, L, for the bit rate, R, ~ 160Kbps and the processing gain

G/. ~ 64 with RAKE receiver. The SIR decreases exponentially with the increase of

number of available path. The system shows signal strength above 10 dB up to IS

simultaneous users in all the cases.
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Figure 6.20: Plots of signal to interference ratio (SIR) versus various number of users

in a direct sequence COMA PLC system for different number of available path, L, in

case of RAKE receiver with bit rate Rh ~ 160Kbps and processing gain GI' ~ 64, at a

chip rate 10.24 Mchips/see with transmitted signal power Po ~ I y' and cr 2 = 0.45.
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Figure 6.21 depicts the comparative signal to interference ratio (SIR) plots for

Correlation and RAKE receiver as a function of number of available path, L, for thc

bit rate, Rh = 40Kbps and the processing gain G/, = 256. Wc observe that using a

RAKE receivcr the SIR of the system arc better than a Correlation receiver. The

number of available path affects the SIR of a Correlation receiver severely. The SIR

of a RAKE receiver shows a robust characteristic against multipath propagation.
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Figure 6.21: Plots of comparative signal to interference ratio (SIR) versus various

number of users in a direct sequence COMA PLC system for different nlllllbcr of

available path, L, in case of RAKE receiver with bit rate Rh = 40Kbps and

processing gain Gp = 256, at a chip rate 10.24 Mchips/sec with transmittcd signal

power Po = I V' and cr' = 0.45 .
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Figure 6.22 depicts the various plots of bit error rate (BER) as a function of number of

available path, L, for the bit rate, Rb = 40Kbps and the processing gain GI' = 256

with Correlation receiver. The BER increases exponentially with the increase of

number of available path. The system shows good performance for number of

available path" 2 .
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Figure 6.22: The bit error rate (BER) performance against number of users of a direct

sequence CDMA PLC system for different number of available path, L, in case of

Correlation receiver with bit rate R, = 40Kbps and processing gain Gr = 256, at a

chip rate J 0.24 Mchips/sec with transmitted signal power Po = I y2, and (J 2 = 0.45 .
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Figure 6.23 depicts the various plots of bit error rate (BER) as a function of number of

available path, L, for the bit rate, Rh ~ SOKbps and the processing gain G" ~ 12S

with Correlation receiver. The HER increases exponentially with the increase of

number of available path. The system shows very poor performance for number of

available path> 2.
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Figure 6.23: The bit error rate (BER) performance against number of users of a direct

sequence COMA PLC system for different number of available path, L, in case of

Correlation receiver with bit rate R, = SOKbps and processing gain Gp ~ 128, at a

chip rate] 0.24 Mehips/see with transmitted signal power Po ~ I y' ,and cr' = 0.45 .
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Figure 6.24 depicts the various plots of bit error rate (BER) as a function of number of

available path, L, for the bit rate, Rh ~ I60Kbps and the processing gain G/. ~ 64

with Correlation receiver. The BER increases exponentially with the increasc of

numbcr of available path. The system shows very poor performance for number of

available path> I .
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Figure 6.24: The bit error rate (BER) performance against number of users of a direct

sequencc CDMA PLC system for different number of available path, L, in case of

Correlation receiver with bit rate Rh ~ 160Kbps and processing gain Gp ~64, at a

chip rate 10.24 Mchips/sec with transmitted signal power Po ~ 1y', and 0"' ~ 0,45 .
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Figure 6.25 depicts the various plots of bit error rate (HER) as a function of number of

available path, L, for the bit rate, R, = 40Kbps and the proccssing gain GJ, = 256

with RAKE receiver. The HER dccrcases exponentially with thc incrcase of number

of availablc path. Thc system shows very good pcrformance for numbcr of availablc

path> 1.
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Figure 6.25: The bit error rate (HER) performance against number of users of a direct

sequence CDMA PLC system for different number of available path, L, in case of

RAKE receiver with bit rate Rb = 40Kbps and processing gain Gp = 256, at a chip

rate 10.24 Mchips/sec with transmitted signal power p" = 1Y' , and (J' = 0.45 .
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Figure 6.26 depicts the various plots of bit error rate (BER) as a function of number of

available path, L, for the bit rate, R. ~ 80Kbps and the processing gain G" ~ 128

with RAKE receiver. The BER decreases exponentially with the. increase of number

of available path. The system shows good perfonnance for number of available path

2: 2.
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Figure 6.26: The bit error rate (BER) performance against number of users of a direct

sequence COMA PLC system for different number of available path, L, in case of

RAKE receiver with bit rate R. ~ 80Kbps and processing gain Gr ~ 128, at a chip

rate 10.24 Mchips/sec with transmitted signal power Po ~ I y', and cr' ~ 0.45 .
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Figure 6.27 depicts the various plots of bit error rate (BER) as a function of number of

available path. L. for the bit rate. Rh ~ l60Kbps and the processing gain G" ~ 64

with RAKE receiver. The BER decreases exponentially with the increasc of number

of available path. Thc system shows good performancc for number of available path

> 2 with 5 simultaneous user.
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Figure 6.27: The bit error rate (BER) performance against number of users of a dircct

sequence CDMA PLC system for different number of available path, L, in case of

RAKE receiver with bit rate Rh ~ 160Kbps and processing gain Gp ~ 64. at a chip

rate 10.24 Mchips/sec with transmitted signal power p" ~ I V' , and (J' ~ 0.45 .
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Figure 6.28 depicts the comparative bit elTor rate (BER) plots for Correlation and

RAKE receiver as a function of number of available path, L, for the bit rate,

Rh = 40Kbpsand the processing gain GI' = 256. We observe that using a RAKE

recciver the performance of the system are better than a Correlation recciver. The

performance of a Corrclation receiver degrades with number of available path. For

RAKE receiver we see that performance improvcs as the number of availablc path

increases (assuming that number of RAKE finger ~ number of available path).
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Figurc 6.28: Plots of comparative bit error rate (BER) versus various number of users

in a direct sequenee CDMA PLC system for different number of available path, L, in

ease of RAKE receiver with bit rate Rh,= 40Kbps and processing gain Gr = 256, at a

ehip rate 10.24 Mehips./sec with transmitted signal power Po = I y' and C5 2 = 0.45 .
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6.4 Performance Analysis for other Frequencies

To examine perfonnance.of our system for other carrier frequencies, we choose three

different carrier frequencies: 6.144 MHz, 15.36 MHz, and 25.6 MHz.

Figure 6.29 depicts the vanous plots of bit error rate (BER) undcr diffcrcnt

conditions, for the c,arrier frequency 6.144 MHz and the number of available path,

L = 2 with RAKE T6ceiver. The systcm shows better noise performance for higher

processing gain with low,crbit rate.
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Figure 6.29: The bit error rate (BER) performance against number of users of a direct

sequencc COMA PLC system for different conditions, in case of RAKE receiver with

carrier frequency, .r; = 6.144 MHz and number of available path L = 2, at a chip rate

3.072 Mchips/sec with transmitted signal power Po = 1V' , and (J' = 0.45.
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Figure 6.30 depicts the vanous plots of bit error rate (BER) under different

conditions, for the carrier frequency 6.144 MHz and the power line noise,

N",. = -90 dB with RAKE receiver. The system shows better multipath performance

for higher processing gain with lower bit rate. RAKE receiver performs better with

increment of number of available path, even with lower processing gain and higher bit

rate.
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Figure 6.30: The bit error rate (BER) performance against number of users of a direct

sequence CDMA PLC system for different conditions, in easc of RAKE receiver with

carrier frequency, .t:. = 6.144 MHz and power line noise, N",. = -90 dB, at a chip ratc

3.072 Mehipsfsee with transmitted signal power Po = I V', and cr' = 0.45.
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Figure 6.31 depicts the vanous plots of bit error rate (BER) under different

conditions, for the carrier frequency 15.36 MHz and the number of available path,

L = 2 with RAKE receiver. The system shows better noise performance for higher

processing gain with lower bit rate.
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Figure 6.3 I: The bit error rate (BER) performance against number of users of a direct

sequence COMA PLC system for different conditions, in case of RAKE receiver with

carrier frequency, .r,. = 15.36MHz and number of available path L = 2, at a chip rate

7.68 Mchips/sec with transmitted signal power Po = I y' ,and IT' = 0.45 .
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Figure 6.32 depicts the vanous plots of bit error rate (BER) under different

conditions, for the carrier frequency 15.36 MHz and the power line noise,

N,.,. = -90 dB with RAKE receivcr. The systcm shows bettcr multipath pcrformancc

for highcr processing gain with lower bit rate. RAKE receiver perfonns better with

increment of number of available path, even with lower processing gain and higher bit

rate.
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Figure 6.32: The bit error rate (BER) performance against number of USersof a direct

sequence CDMA PLC system for different conditions, in case of RAKE receiver with

carrier frequency, .t;, = 15.36MHz and power line noise, N",. = -90 dB, at a chip rate

7.68 Mchips/sec with transmitted signal power Po = I v' ,and cr' = 0.45 .
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Figure 6.33 depicts the vanous plots of bit error rate (BER) under different

conditions, for the carrier frequency 25.6 MHz and the number of available path,

L ~ 2 with RAKE receiver. The system shows better noise performance for higher

processing gain with lower bit rate.
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Figure 6.33: The bit error rate (BER) performance against number of users of a direct

sequence CDMA PLC system for different conditions, in case of RAKE receiver with

carrier frequency, fc ~ 25.6MHz and number of available path L ~ 2, at a chip rate

12;8 Mchips/sec with transmitted signal power Po ~ I V' , and ()" ~ 0.45 .
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Figure 6.34 depicts the vanous plots of bit error rate (BER) under different

conditions, for the carrier frequency 25.6 MHz and the power line noise,

Ni'/. = -90 dB with RAKE receiver. The system shows beller multipath performance

for higher processing gain with lower bit rate. RAKE receiver perfonns bcllcr with

increment of number of available path, even with lower processing gain and higher bit

rate.
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Figure 6.34: The bit error rate (BER) perfonnance against number of users of a direct

sequence CDMA PLC system for different conditions, in case of RAKE receiver with

carrier frequency, 1... =25,6MHz and power line noise, NI'I. = -90 dB, at a chip rate

12.8 Mchips/sec with transmitted signal power Po = I V' , and cr' = 0.45 .
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6.5 Validity / Comparison

The BER for a single path power line with AWGN was simulated in reference [42].

The BER was evaluated by using the equation described in [42] for bit rate

R
h
~ 9.6 Kbps and chip rate 14 Kchips/sec. The validity of our derived equation 5.20b

has been checked for bit rate Rh ~9.6 Kbpsand chip rate 14 Kchips/sec. Signal to

noise ratio has been taken 20 dB for both cases. Figure 6.35 shows the comparative

plots of BER versus number of simultaneous users.

10° ,-----.-------,------,.------.-------,

0::
W
ill

I---+- Simulated as reference [421l
I -+- Developed in current work

5 10 15
Number of users

20 25

Figure 6.35 Comparison between previously simulated results in [42] and developed

model in CUlTentwork.

It has been seen that developed model shows higher BER than that of previously

simulated results for same number of users. Higher BER is observed for developed

model due to fading criteria and the nature of power line noise, which is more

realistic.
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6.6 Summary

The impacts of various parameters on direct sequence CDMA PLC system

pcrfomlancc are analyzed. All the performance issues are presented graphically. We

also compare the performance of Correlation receiver and RAKE receiver.

Noise power is an important factor for system design. More statistical data are

required to estimate power line noise level accurately. We see that a RAKE receiver

provides better noise performancc.

System performance is severely affected by the number of available path for signal

propagation. The performance of Correlation degradcs with number of available path

increases. Though the SIR of a RAKE receiver degrades with number of available

path increases, BER improves with it.

We also see that highcr proccssing gain with lowcr bit ratc can providc us bcttcr

system performance.

For a small numbcr of users, a RAKE recciver,can provide better performancc with

comparatively lower processing gain and higher bit rate for more I1llmberof available

paths.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

7.1 Conclusions of this study

A theoretical analysis is provided for a Direct Sequence Code Division Multiple

Access (OS-COMA) Power Line Communication (PLC) system with Binary Phase

Shift Keying (BPSK) modulation scheme. We consider Correlation receiver and

RAKE receiver separately. The analysis is carried out to evaluate the effect of

frequency-selective Rayleigh fading on the PLC system performance and then the

expressions for Signal to Interference Ratio (SIR) and Bit Error Rate (BER) arc

. developed.

SIR and BER are evaluated ata chip rate of 10.24 Mehip/sec with a transmitted signal

power IV', for different sets of values of number of paths, power line noise,

processing gain, bit rate and the. number of users. The results show that the

performance of a direct sequence COMA PLC system degrades due to power line

noise which is evident from both the SIR and BER analysis. In case of a Correlation

receiver noise level above -90 dB degrades system performance severely. We observe

better noise performance for a RAKE receiver with power line noise level below -70

dB. The noise level above -70 dB our system gives poor performance in all the cases.

So, we should fix an average power line noise by means of statistical analysis from

sufficient data. Noise rather than lower bit rate affect higher bit rate.

It is also evident that number of available path seriously degrades the SIR and BER

performance of our system with Correlation receiver. We can observe these effects

from both the SIR and BER curves. Multipath exists due to impedance mismatch

within transmission medium. Correlation receiver performance degrades severely, if

there exists more. than 2 path for signal propagation. RAKE receiver can exploit

multipath phenomena of wave propagation. In our system with RAKE receiver, we
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see SIR degrades with number of available path but BER decreases with that. Direct

sequence CDMA is capable of overcoming multipath impairments by increasing the

processing gain. When we try to increase processing gain, bit rate decrease by the

same factor because of band limitation of power line channel. So, our system has to

compromise with high-speed issue.

The main objective of any multiple access technique is to integrate more simultaneous

user with the system. When we try to involve more users, system performance

degrades with the number of simultaneous user. More users cause more interference.

According to the plots, our system shows the best performance with a RAKE receiver

at bit rate, R" = 40Kbps and processing gain, Gr = 256 .

Most of the previous researches plotted the BER versus SNR curves for power lines

ignoring EMC effects. However, we have considered in our calculation the EMC

effecl. They considered some arbitrary values of SNR in their plot. But the signal

power in PLC system can not be increased arbitrarily due to EMC (electromagnetic

compatibility) problem. We fixed signal power according to FCC regulations for

current carrier systems and assume the noise level separately in our analysis. This

approach is more realistic. We have plotted curves of SIR versus number of

simultaneous users and BER versus number of simultaneous user in order to focus

multiple accessibility of the system. We considered the Correlation and RAKE

receiver to point out the effect of frequency selective fading el"iteria of power line

channel. Moreover, we considered all types of power line noises in our analysis. Thus,

we can say that a full-featured analysis of DS-CDMA PLC system has been presented

here. The analytie'al model developed here can be used for software simulation and

system design of DS-CDMA based power line communication systems, such as

automatic meter reading, home automation, industrial control, power line carrier

telephony, etc.

We also observe the comparison between the performance of Correlation and RAKE

receiver over power line channel. A RAKE receiver provides beller performance than

a Correlation receiver.
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At the last portion of our analysis, three different carrier frequencies are considered. It

has been observed that system performance has no direct relationship with carrier

frequency: System performance varies with combination of processing gain and bit

rate. Bit rate depends on carrier frequency.

A RAKE receiver performs well with more number of available paths. In some cases,

it shows better performance under comparatively lower processing gain and higher bit

rate due to more number of available paths.

PLC with OS-COMA is found to be a promising option for future telecommunication

in a LAN and MAN.

7.2 Suggestions for future work

Future research in this area can be carried out to deploy the spread spectrum

techniques with higher spectral efficiency so that we can meet the challenge of high-

speed data communication.

Further research in this area can also be carried out to investigate the system

performance for FH CDMA on PLC.

FUlther research related work can be carried out to reduce the effect of multiple access

interference (MAl), which will increase the number of simultaneous users by

deploying Gold sequence and Goley sequence.

Further works of importance are to determine the impact of modulation schemes for

DS-COMA over power line channel such as DPSK, OQPSK etc.

Leakage of signal power for extremely short duration or peM pulses may be a subject

of considerable research in future.
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